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ABSTRACT Online learning platforms such as Massive Open Online Course (MOOC), Virtual Learning
Environments (VLEs), and Learning Management Systems (LMS) facilitate thousands or even millions
of students to learn according to their interests without spatial and temporal constraints. Besides many
advantages, online learning platforms face several challenges such as students’ lack of interest, high dropouts,
low engagement, students’ self-regulated behavior, and compelling students to take responsibility for settings
their own goals. In this study, we propose a predictive model that analyzes the problems faced by at-risk
students, subsequently, facilitating instructors for timely intervention to persuade students to increase their
study engagements and improve their study performance. The predictive model is trained and tested using
various machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) algorithms to characterize the learning behavior
of students according to their study variables. The performance of various ML algorithms is compared
by using accuracy, precision, support, and f-score. The ML algorithm that gives the best result in terms
of accuracy, precision, recall, support, and f-score metric is ultimately selected for creating the predictive
model at different percentages of course length. The predictive model can help instructors in identifying
at-risk students early in the course for timely intervention thus avoiding student dropouts. Our results showed
that students’ assessment scores, engagement intensity i.e. clickstream data, and time-dependent variables
are important factors in online learning. The experimental results revealed that the predictive model trained
using Random Forest (RF) gives the best results with averaged precision = 0.60%, 0.79%, 0.84%, 0.88%,
0.90%, 0.92%, averaged recall = 0.59%, 0.79%, 0.84%, 0.88%, 0.90%, 0.91%, averaged F-score = 0.59%,
0.79%, 0.84%, 0.88%, 0.90%, 0.91%, and average accuracy= 0.59%, 0.79%, 0.84%, 0.88%, 0.90%, 0.91%
at 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of course length.

INDEX TERMS Predictive model, earliest possible prediction, at-risk students, machine learning, feed-
forward neural network, random forest, early intervention.

I. INTRODUCTION
Rapid innovations in the design and development of online
learning platforms such as Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC), Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs), and
Learning Management System (LMS) not only have over-
come the limitations of space and time but have also made
access to education easy and affordable. Evaluating and
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analyzing the students’ data generated from online learning
platforms can help instructors to understand and monitor stu-
dents learning progress. The earlier the students’ performance
is detected in the VLEs, the better it is for the instructor to
persuade and warn students for keeping them on the right
track. Earlier studies report that the students learning vari-
ables stored in the database records can help instructors in
predicting the performance of students in the future [1]–[3].
But predicting students’ performance earlier in the course
would be more helpful as compared to predicting students’
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performance once they have completed the course and have
given the final exam. However, developing a predictive model
that can identify the exact learning behavior of students ear-
lier in the course by analyzing their behavior data is a chal-
lenging task. In an online learning environment, where a large
amount of data is generated every day,machine learning (ML)
techniques could help in analyzing the variables that define
the students and come up with the results that better describe
their learning behavior, thus, MLmay reveal information that
is beneficial for both instructors and students [4], [5].

Identifying students at-risk of dropout and failure as early
as possible during a course could help the instructors to exe-
cute timely and necessary interventions/persuasions to help
students to remain steady during their studies [6].

Generally, in traditional classroom settings and online
learning settings, a general approach is followed where the
same guidelines are defined for all students ignoring indi-
vidual discontentment. To provide personalized feedback and
support right from the start of the semester, VLE designers
require the development of a predictive model that makes
rapid decisions about how and when to intervene students for
support. Educational Data Mining (EDM) tools, techniques,
and products have progressed significantly, helping educators
to make education easy and effective [7]. However, these
techniques lack in identifying at-risk students earlier in the
course timeline, compelling instructors to perform significant
manual work for students problem identification to keep them
on track.

The emergence of Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine
learning (ML), and deep learning (DL) techniques have facil-
itated and enabled researchers to develop series of predictive
models to reveal hidden study patterns which explain the
strength and weakness of online students [8], [9]. To reduce
the dropout rates, researchers can use ML techniques to
study different variables that significantly affect the students’
dropout. Predictive models powers by ML techniques can
present the accurate picture of students that are likely to
quit their study thus facilitating instructors to come up with
preventive measures before dropout behavior occurs. The
prime objective of our research study is the earliest possible
identification of students who are at-risk of dropouts by
leveraging ML techniques to understand variables associated
with the learning behavior of students and how they interact
with the VLE.

By analyzing Open University Learning Analytics
(OULA) dataset, it was observed that students are incon-
sistent in their online learning activities throughout course
weeks resulting in high dropouts at the end of the course.
Based on our observations, we developed a predictive model
that can identify students at-risk of dropout at the very start
of the course. The predictive model is capable of facilitating
instructors to intervene students through persuasive messages
that encourage students to keep themselves on the right
track thus avoiding dropouts. The contribution of this study
include:

• Developing and evaluating predictive models using sev-
eral ML/DL algorithms to predict students’ performance
scores.

• Earliest possible identification of students in VLE who
are at-risk of dropout during the course.

• Integrating personalized feedbacks with a predictive
model to help instructors in interventing students at an
optimal time.

• Discussing various persuasion techniques that may help
students in increasing their study performance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents background and related work. Section III is about
the Open University Learning Analytics (OULA) dataset,
selected for predicting at-risk students at a different percent-
age of course length. Section IV presents details about the
experimental setup for training various predictive models.
Section V discusses the experimental results. Various tech-
niques related to interventing students through persuasion is
discussed in section VI. Conclusion, limitations, and future
work are presented in section VII.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. EDUCATIONAL DATA MINING (EDM)
EDM is an emerging discipline aimed at using statistical and
ML methods to analyze large repository of educational data
for a better understanding of student’s behavior patterns and
the learning environments. Several EDM studies have been
carried out that leveragesML techniques to discover variables
that significantly influence students’ performance, dropout,
engagement, and interaction in online learning platforms.
Most of these studies target analyzing variables that are
generated from students’ online activities [10]–[12] whereas
some studies also use demographics variables to observe
their effect on students’ study behavior [13], [14]. Earlier the
prime variables to be considered for analysis were study time,
study duration, learning content type, and variables derived
from social interaction activities. As the online learning plat-
form became more stable and interactive, variables such as
assessment scores, assignment scores, clickstream, online
forum interaction, and location were added in the analysis
process [15]. Identification of significant variables becomes
a challenge for researchers due to diversity in LMS, VLEs,
MOOCs, courses offered, and course activity types.

In literature, the majority of studies target collecting vari-
ables and predicting students’ performance at the end of
the course. The results obtained from those studies were
useful in identifying the significant variables that influence
the students’ performance the most; however, no solutions
were provided to prevent students from dropout and failure.
On the other hand, online learning platforms generate enor-
mous data associated with student interaction, clickstreams,
and courses, etc right from the start of the course. A com-
prehensive predictive model can be developed by analyzing
variables data right from the start of the course that would
be effective in preventing failures/dropouts and facilitating
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instructors to make effective interventions at the optimal
time.

A study carried out by [16] implemented four ML algo-
rithms for the early identification of students who have a high
possibility of failure. The results revealed that the Support
Vector Machine (SVM) was the most effective algorithm
in the earlier identification of students with 83% accuracy.
The study also indicated that the process of data prepro-
cessing is very essential in increasing the performance of
ML algorithms. Results of previous studies showed that
the development of predictive models is possible earlier in
the course however many challenges limit their application
to a specific learning platform. One of the major chal-
lenges for researchers is making predictive models flexible
capable of adjusting/adapting in different learning environ-
ments. Major reasons that are limiting predictive models to
become flexible, general, and transferrable is because of the
different course structures, instruction designs, and online
platforms [17].

In the last few years, research studies used both statistical
and predictive models to find insights in a large repository of
data both formal and informal educational settings [13], [18],
[19]. For example, several research studies [20]–[23] investi-
gated the role of demographics variables towards contributing
to successful learning performance or students’ retention.
A study carried out by [24] investigated and compared more
than 120 different datasets related to economics and business
undergraduate students’ demographics and interaction behav-
ior in online settings. The study observed the influence of a
variety of variables such as educational background, click-
stream data, assessment scores, entry test scores, and learning
personality data on students’ performance. While most of the
studies targets discovering the impact of key variables on
students performance, there are other studies [25]–[27] that
encourage early intervention, informed support and timely
feedback to guide at-risk students. Numerous studies carried
out at Open University, UK [28], [29] tried to identify at-risk
students by using several predictor variables. The studies
mapped the study behavior of students to predict 1) low per-
formance (when performance falls below a threshold value)
2) whether the students are successful or unsuccessful at the
end of the course. The studies also indicated that demographic
variables used along with students’ behavior variables pro-
vided improved predictive models in terms of performance
and accuracy.

Lee and Choi [30] carried out a study in which they tried to
identify relevant variables that compel students to decide to
quit the course. The variable responsible for student dropouts
were classified into three categories. 1) students’ demo-
graphic variables such as gender, background, relevant expe-
rience, skills, psychological attributes, earlier education, etc
2) variable related to course structure and requirement such as
the number of assessments, institutional support, interaction,
difficulty level, time duration, etc 3) environments/context
factors such as technology used, location, external noise,
work environment, home environment, etc.

A Time-series clustering approach was used by [31] for
the earliest possible identification of at-risk students tak-
ing online courses. As compared to traditional aggregation
approaches, the time-series clustering approach generated
predictive models with higher accuracy. Sofer and Cohen
used various learning analytics techniques on engagement
variables generated from online courses to find their impact
on students’ performance achievements [32]. The results indi-
cated that students achieving good academic positions have
a higher engagement percentage compared to the students
achieving lesser academic positions. As an example, students
who completed the course were twice as much interactive as
students who did not complete it.

A study carried out by [33] argued that clickstream vari-
ables representing students’ online engagement are more
accurate, objective, and comprehensive than self-reported
data in measuring students’ learning behavior. The click-
stream data is more reliable as it is collected in an authen-
tic learning environment while the learning behavior is
happening as compared to self-reported data which is often
generated from decontextualized and unreliable students’
memories. Moreover, clickstream data are unobtrusive and
did not require students full attention as they can be col-
lected seamlessly without interrupting students learning pro-
cess [34]. Finally, intuitively collected clickstream data can
provide large-scale and timely measures of students learning
behavior which could assist instructors in knowing about the
students’ online engagements daily.

Recently, a large number of research studies have been
undertaken to analyze clickstream data generated from online
learning platforms (MOOCs, LMS, VLE) to measure stu-
dents’ online engagements. While most of the studies try to
explore the relationship between clickstream data and stu-
dents’ online engagements, limited studies have taken a step
further to facilitate instructors in when and how to intervene
students at the optimal time e.g., [35]–[38]

Shivangi Gupta and A. Sai Sabitha in their research study
attempted to decipher those variables that are responsible for
student retention in e-learning [39]. Decision Tree (DT) algo-
rithm was used to determine the significant features to help
MOOC learners and designers in improving course content,
course design, and delivery. Several data mining techniques
were applied to three MOOCs datasets to analyze the online
students’ in-course behavior. Finally, the authors claimed that
the models they used could be useful in predicting significant
features to minimize the attrition rate.

Akçapınar Gökhan developed an early warning system
that used students’ eBook reading data to predict students
at-risk of academic failure [40]. To develop the best predictive
model, 13 ML algorithms were used to train the model using
data from different weeks of the semester. The best predictive
model was selected according to the accuracy/Kappa metric
and recommending optimal time for the instructors to inter-
vene. The study revealed that all predictive models improved
their performance results when more and more weekly data
was used during the training process. The early warning
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system predictive models were successful in classifying low
and high-performance students with an accuracy of 79%
starting from the 3rd week. When complete 15 weeks data
were provided to various algorithms, Random Forest (RF)
outperformed other algorithms whereas with the transformed
data J48 outperformed all other algorithms. Moreover, upon
using categorical data, the Naïve Bayes (NB) showed better
performance.

Foretelling students’ performance early in the course is
a challenging problem in online learning environments due
to diversity in course structure and MOOCs design. While
the popularity of LMS/MOOCs is increasing rapidly, there
is a need for an automated intervention system that can
provide timely feedback to students. To integrate automated
intervention system with LMS/MOOCs, researchers have
implemented variousML algorithms that can support instruc-
tors in providing informed assistance to students during the
learning process. ML algorithms such as K-Nearest Neigh-
bors (KNN), Support VectorMachine (SVM), Decision Trees
(DT), and Random Forest (RF), etc are commonly trained
using daily, weekly, or monthly students log data to find
students’ learning patterns. Deep learning (DL) algorithms
are now also used in creating predictive models as they can
process raw data directly. Kőrösi, Gábor and Richard Farkas
used the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) algorithm trained
on raw log student records to predict students’ learning per-
formance at the end of the course [41]. The results showed
the dominance of RNN in providing superior performance as
compared to standard baseline methods.

Alberto C. and John D. L. used multi-view genetic pro-
gramming approach to develop classification rules to analyze
students learning behavior, predict their academic perfor-
mance, and trigger alerts at the optimal time to encourage
at-risk students to improve their study performance [42].
The genetic programming technique was employed as it
works nicely with multi-view learning. The prediction model
learned and evolved is directly explainable without further
adjustment. Moreover, while using genetic programming
approach results in the natural evolution of classification
rules with time as more and more data is available i.e. the
classification rules evolved with the availability of new data.
The early warning system built with comprehensible Genetic
Programming classification rules specifically targets under-
performing and underrepresented students. Comprehensible
feedbacks are provided to students, instructors, and adminis-
tration staff using three interfaces to provide timely support to
students to keep them on the right track. The main drawback
of this study was that the author did not mention explicitly
the various semester stages at which the performance metrics
such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, and Kappa, etc were
calculated using multi-view genetic programming algorithm
along with other machine learning algorithms.

A research study carried out by [43] used a ML algo-
rithm called logistic regression to pinpoint students that are
expected to drop out in an e-learning course. The algorithm
uses students’ historical grades as an input to model students’

performance. As compared to the feed-forward neural net-
work (FFNN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), a system for
educational data mining (SEDM), and Probabilistic Ensem-
ble Simplified Fuzzy ARTMAP - Adaptive Resonance The-
ory Mapping PESFAM techniques, the proposed drop out
detection technique exhibited higher performance score in
terms of precision, recall, specificity, and accuracy. The tutor-
ing action plan based on logistic regression was able to reduce
the dropout rate by 14%.

Lara J.A. et al., proposed the use of knowledge discov-
ery in databases (KDD) to extract information that might
help teachers in knowing about the interaction of students
with e-learning systems [44]. The proposed technique builds
historical reference models of students that can be used
to classify students in dropout or non-dropout classes. The
proposed system called System for Educational Data Min-
ing (SEDM) analyzes two groups of students for a single
course i.e. dropout students who are not able to sit in the
final examination and non-dropout students who are passed
the course assessments and can sit in the final examination.
SEDMwas able to generate study patterns for the two groups
that can be very helpful for instructors to improve students’
study performance. Table 1 presents summary of the recent
research studies that uses ML/DL techniques for creating
predictive models, performing classification according to
students’ performance, dropouts prediction and performing
early intervention

The studies discussed aforementioned are related to avoid-
ing students’ dropout, interventing students at the optimal
time, predicting students at-risk of dropout, and classifying
students into different performance groups, however, none
of these studies predicts students at-risk of dropout at a dif-
ferent percentage of course length. The proposed predictive
model could help educational institutions and instructors in
the earliest possible identification of at-risk students thereby
intervening students through proper persuasive techniques
to encourage them to be on track and improve their study
performance.

III. DATA DESCRIPTION
We used a freely available Open University Learning
Analytics Dataset (OULAD), provided by the Open Uni-
versity, UK. Students’ data is spread across 7 tables
each containing students centered information such as
students’ demographics, students’ Virtual Learning Envi-
ronment (VLE) interaction, assessments, course registration,
and courses offered. Tables relate to each other through
key identifiers. Students’ daily activities and VLE inter-
action are represented as clickstreams data (number of
clicks) stored in the student VLE table. Students’ assessment
scores are stored in a dataset triplet called student-module-
presentation. The OULAD was generated for the year
2013 and 2014 containing 7 courses, 22module-presentations
with 32,593 registered students. OULAD is freely accessible
at https://analyse.kmi.open.ac.uk/open_dataset and has been
certified by the Open Data Institute http://theodi.org/ [63].
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TABLE 1. Summary of research studies using ML/DL techniques for student dropout and performance prediction along with the particular algorithms
used, their performance, problem addressed and limitations.

When properly analyzed and modeled, OULAD can pro-
vide a very suitable platform for an early forecast of at-risk
students.

A. DATA PREPROCESSING
To enhance the performance efficiency of the predictive
models, all missing variables instances in the form of

nulls, or noise were removed or replaced by their mean
values from the OULAD. As an example, the date values
were missing in the assessments table which represents the
date the assessments were taken/submitted. As the date is an
important variable in the early prediction of at-risk students,
all the date instances havingN/A, null, or missing values were
replaced by the date mean value.
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TABLE 2. Student-Assessment-Clickstream triplet.

FIGURE 1. Predicting and intervening at-risk students at different percentages of the course length.

B. FEATURE ENGINEERING
For the earliest possible prediction of students’ performance,
we divided the course length into 5 parts i.e. 20%, 40%, 60%,
80%, and 100% of course completed. We also assumed that
demographic data solely can also be used to predict students’
upcoming performance in assessments and final exams. The
students’ future performance prediction was determined by
modeling the predictive models using only demographics
data, using demographics and 20% course completion data,
demographics, and 40% course completion data, and so on.
To predict students’ performance at different times of course
module, several new variables were created from the exist-
ing variables. Relative Score (RS) variables were created to
represent student relative performance at 20%, 40%, 60%,
80%, and 100% of course module completion (RS20, RS40,
RS60, RS80, RS100). Variables indicating the number of late
submissions were created when 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and
100% of the course module was completed (LS20, LS40,
LS60, LS80, LS100). Variables representing the raw assess-
ment scores were also created at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and
100% of the course module completion (AS20%, AS40%,
AS60%, AS80%, AS100%). Variables representing students’
VLE interaction in the form of clickstreams were created
for the different percentage of course module length. Two
types of variables namely sum_clicks and mean_clicks were
created to indicate the sum of clicks and average clicks at
20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% of the course module
completion (SC20%, SC40%, SC60%, SC80%, SC100%,
AC20%, AC40%, AC60%, AC80%, AC100%). Students’
demographics table was merged with the students’ assess-
ment table to get demographics and assessment data in one
table. Moreover, the VLE information i.e. students click-
stream data was also merged with demographics data to know

students’ interaction with VLE learning contents during a
course module. More information about the triplet student-
assessment-clickstream table is detailed in table 2. The triplet
student-assessment-clickstream table contains 31 columns
with 32593 rows.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP FOR PREDICTIVE MODELING
For predicting the performance of at-risk students at a dif-
ferent percentage of the course length, the variables about
students’ demographics, VLE interaction, and assessments
were used. This workflow is shown in figure 1 where the
length of the course is divided into 6 periods i.e. course starts,
20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% of the course studied.

SixML algorithms and one DL algorithmwere selected for
training/testing the predictive models during different stages
of the course. For modeling Open University Learning Ana-
lytics Dataset (OULAD), these algorithms were designated
for classifying students’ performance into four categories
i.e. Withdrawn (students who were not able to complete the
course), Fail (students who completed the course but were
not able to secure passing marks), Pass (completed courses
with a passing score), Distinction (completed courses with
excellent grades). The Python 3.7.8 scripts were used for the
construction of predictive models. The Python libraries used
were TensorFlow, Keras, sklearn, numpy, and seaborn.

A. EVALUATION CRITERIA
Before training and testing predictivemodels at various stages
of course module length, the dataset at hand was split into
training and testing set using K-fold cross-validation tech-
nique where the value of k was set to 10. By using the k-fold
cross-validation technique, the dataset is divided into k sets
where k-1 sets are used for model training and the remaining
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FIGURE 2. Heatmap showing correlation between demographics variables and final result.

1 set is using for model testing i.e. measuring the prediction
performance of the model on the unseen data not used during
the model training. The metrics selected for measuring the
performance of predictive models include the following:

1) ACCURACY
The accuracy is calculated by dividing the number of correct
classes predicted by the total number of classes i.e. accu-
racy = (True Positives + True Negatives)/all.

2) PRECISION
Determines the fraction of true positives among true pos-
itives and false positives predicted i.e. precision = true
positives/(true positives + false positives). If a small per-
centage of students (1%) are withdrawing or failing the
course, we could build a predictive model that always accu-
rately predicts whether students are getting withdrawn, fail,
pass, or distinction. This predictive model would be 99%
accurate but 0% useful and reliable.

3) RECALL
Recall ensures that the predictive model is not overlook-
ing a few VLE students who are getting Withdrawn, Fail,
Pass, or Distinction grades. Suppose if only 1% of students
are getting the Distinction position and the rest are getting
Withdrawn, Fail, or Pass grades, then the predictive model

would correctly predict Withdrawn, Fail, or Pass grades with
99% accuracy. The predictive model will have an accuracy
of 99% and students having a Distinction position will likely
be categorized among Withdrawn, Fail, and Pass students.
Recall ensures that we are not overlooking those 1% of stu-
dents having a Distinction position. Recall = TP/(TP + FN).

4) F-SCORE
Determines the harmonic mean of recall and precision of a
predictive model. F1 measure is good for classification prob-
lems where the target labels are imbalanced. F-measure = 2
* (Precision * Recall)/(Precision + Recall).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. PHASE 1: USING ONLY DEMOGRAPHICS DATA FOR
CONSTRUCTING PREDICTIVE MODELS
Before training the 7 predictive models using only demo-
graphics data, a heatmap was constructed to know the
demographics variables correlations with the final result.
As shown in figure 2, we noticed that there is no signif-
icant positive or negative correlation between demograph-
ics variables and the final result. Only studied_credtis and
num_of_prev_attempts have a weak positive correlation
between them. All the demographics variables were consid-
ered for training RF, SVM, K-NN, ET, AdaBoost classifier,
Gradient boosting classifier, and ANN models.
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TABLE 3. Performance score of the 7 predictive models when trained only on demographics data.

Table 3 presents the results of 7 predictive models when
trained only on the demographics data using K-fold cross-
validation techniques where the value of k was set to 10.
The final result variable was set as the target variable which
the predictive models will try to predict whereas all other
demographics variables acted as input the predictive models.
The values of precision, recall, accuracy, and f-score of the
predictive models for various positions of students’ final
results when trained only on the demographics data indicates
the very low performance of predictive models. Moreover,
the performance of all predictive models for the Fail position
is very bad. In early intervention systems, where identifica-
tion of at-risk students is vital, the performance results of
predictive models for Fail students become more crucial as
such the students at-risks can be intervened earlier in the
course for improving study behavior.

B. PHASE II: USING DEMOGRAPHICS AND CLICKSTREAM
DATA FOR CONSTRUCTING PREDICTIVE MODELS
To improve the performance of predictive models, click-
stream data (students’ interaction with VLE in the form of
numbers of clicks during the course timeline) along with
demographics was considered to train the predictive models.
From the heatmap in figure 3, we noticed that the correlation
of the final result with all other variables is similar and there
is still no significant negative/positive correlation of demo-
graphics and clickstream variables with the final result. The
correlation between sum_clicks100 and mean_clicks100 is
moderate but still far away from significant. Next, we con-
sidered all the demographics and clickstream variables for
training and testing the predictive models.

Table 4 shows the performance results of the predic-
tive models developed using demographics and clickstream

data. In the case of Pass class, the RF, ET, AdaBoost, and
Gradient Boost classifiers are showing satisfactory results
whereas, for the Fail and Distinction class, the perfor-
mance scores are still very low. Though the performance
scores of the predictive models are better than when trained
only on demographics data, but much farther from being
acceptable.

C. PHASE III: CONSIDERING DEMOGRAPHICS,
CLICKSTREAM, AND ASSESSMENT SCORES FOR
DEVELOPING PREDICTIVE MODELS
The assessment scores were further added to demographics
and clickstream for possible predictive model performance
improvement. From the heatmap in figure 4, we observed a
moderate correlation between assessment scores and the final
result. Interestingly the average score variable (AS100) has
a moderate negative correlation with the final result which
implies an increase in the final result score when the aver-
age assessment score decreases. As expected, a strong pos-
itive correlation (.87) was noted between the average score
and the relative score variable. Moreover, the mean clicks
(MC100) and sum clicks (SC100) variables were also having
a significant positive correlation with the assessment score
variables. Finally, a weak correlation was observed between
the late submission variable (LS100) and the final result.
Table 5 presents the performance scores of the predictive
models when trained on the demographics, clickstream, and
assessment data. A substantial improvement was noted in the
performance of predictive models for Pass, Withdrawn, Dis-
tinction, and Fail classes when assessment data was added for
constructing the predictive models. The performance results
of SVM and K-NN models were still very low with the
accuracy of .32 and .38.
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FIGURE 3. Heatmap showing correlation between demographics plus clickstream variables and final result.

TABLE 4. Performance score of the 7 predictive models when trained demographics plus clickstream data.

D. FEATURE ENGINEERING
To further improve the performance results, a merge oper-
ation was performed where Distinction-Pass classes were
combined into Pass class and Withdrawn-Fail classes were

merged into Fail class as these classes are of the same types
and portray similar information. The goal of performing the
feature engineering technique was to improve the perfor-
mance of the predictive models especially for the Fail class as
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FIGURE 4. Heatmap showing correlation between demographics, clickstream, and assessment variables with
final result.

TABLE 5. Performance score of the 7 predictive models when trained demographics, clickstream, and assessment variables.

the students belonging to the Fail class are at-risk and need
informed guidance. Table 6 a decent increase in the predic-
tive model performances after performing feature engineer-
ing. On average all the predictive models achieved greater

than 80% performance score for precision, recall, F-score,
and accuracy. Overall, RF outperformed all other baseline
models whereas the SVM showed the lowest performance.
The performance scores of GradientBoosting, AdaBoost, and
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TABLE 6. Predictive models performance after performing feature engineering.

ExtraTree classifiers were almost similar and closer to the
RF. Ultimately, the RF classifier was selected for training and
testing the predictive model for the different duration (0%,
20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%) of the course module.

E. PHASE IV: TRAINING PREDICTIVE MODEL USING DEEP
FEED FORWARD NEURAL NETWORK (DFFNN)
After training the predictive models using traditional ML
methods, next, we used a deep learning technique called
Deep Feed Forward Neural Network (DFFNN) to train the
predictive model using OULAD. DL techniques differ from
the techniques used in traditional ML algorithms in that they
structure algorithms in layers that can learn andmake sensible
judgments on their own. DL algorithms process data by using
graphs of neurons in the input, hidden, and output layers. Like
traditional ML algorithms, DFFNN was trained repeatedly
using demographics data, demographics + clickstream data,
demographics + clickstream + assessment data, and lastly
on all the variables of OULAD, setting the final result as
the target variable and the rest of the variables as the pre-
dictor variables. Predictive models based on DFFNN were
trained by first initializing the neurons’ edges weights to
numbers close to zero using TensorFlow Dense Class. Uti-
lizing the TensorFlow Sequential class, the first observation
of OULAD was fed to the DFFNN by applying the forward
propagation technique. Applying the Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU), the neurons during the forward propagation process
were activated in such a way that the impact of each neu-
ron activation was restricted by the weights of the edges.
For training predictive models, the Keras API offers fully-
configurable components that can be plugged simultaneously
with as little constraints as possible. In particular, the Keras
API provides the feed-forward neural networks initialization
schemes, activation functions, cost function optimizers, and
regularization schemes components that can be combined to
create predictive models.

The structure (input, hidden, and output layers) of DFFNN
was modified according to the number of variables pro-
vided. For example, when only demographics variables

were used, the eight categorical variables (‘code_module’,
‘code_presentation’, ‘gender’, ‘region’, ‘highest_education’,
‘imd_band’, ‘age_band’, ‘disability’) were converted into
dummy variables using one-hot encoding technique and
one numerical variable (‘num_of_prev_attempts’) was scaled
using MinMax scaler. After performing a one-hot encoding
and scaling operation, a total of 47 variables were created
ready to be fed to the DFFNN. Therefore, based on input
variables, 47 neurons were used in the input layer, 24 were
used in the first hidden layer, 12 were used in the sec-
ond hidden layer and four neurons were used at the output
layer for representing Withdrawn, Fail, Pass, and Distinc-
tion classes. Similarly, as new clickstream and assessment
variables were added to the demographics variables, new
DFFNN layers structures were created for a smooth training
process. The hypermeters used for training the predictive
model using DFFNN were loss=‘categorical_crossentropy’,
optimizer=‘adam’, metrics=‘accuracy’, activation function
at hidden layers = ReLU, activation function at the out-
put layer = softmax, epochs = 100, training set = 85%,
and testing set = 15%. Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10 present the
precision, recall, f-score, support, average accuracy, macro
average, and weighted average scores of the prediction mod-
els when trained using demographics variables, demograph-
ics + clickstream variables, demographics + clickstream +
assessment variables, and all variables. The results indicated
that the predictive model generated mediocre scores when
trained only on demographics data which entails that demo-
graphics data only cannot be used for the earliest possible
prediction of at-risk students. When trained only demo-
graphics + clickstream variables, the predictive model per-
formance score improved which suggests that clickstream
variables are an important indicator of students’ performance.
Upon adding the assessment variables with demographics
and clickstream variables, the accuracy score improved 8%
meanwhile the precision, recall, and f-score remained low
for Distinction, Fail, and Withdrawn classes. Finally, when
all the predictor variables were used in the training process,
a slight improvement was noticed in the metrics variables
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TABLE 7. DFFNN performance results when trained only on
demographics variables.

TABLE 8. DFFNN performance results when trained on demographics and
clickstream variables.

TABLE 9. DFFNN performance results when trained on demographics,
clickstream and assessment variables.

TABLE 10. DFFNN performance results when trained on all variables.

with only a 1% increase in the average accuracy score.
Figure 5a, 5b, 5c, and 5d present the confusion matrices for
the predictive models when the predictions were evaluated
using the testing set. The diagonal elements are the correctly
predicted classes where it can be noticed that the correct
predictions increased upon addingmore andmore data during
the predictive model training process.

1) USING FEATURE ENGINEERING TO IMPROVE DFFNN
PERFORMANCE
To further improve the performance of DFFNN, fea-
ture engineering technique was applied to the final result
variable where Pass-Distinction classes were combined
into Pass class and Withdrawn-Fail classes were merged
into Fail class. Once again the DFFNN based predictive
model was trained with 81 neurons at the input layer,

TABLE 11. DFFNN performance after feature engineering step for Fail
and Pass classes.

24 neurons at hidden layer 1, 12 neurons at hidden layer
2, and 2 neurons at the output layer. The hyperparameters
used were loss=‘binary_crossentropy’, optimizer=‘adam’,
metrics=‘accuracy’, activation functions at hidden layers =
ReLU, activation function at output layer = sigmoid, and
epochs = 100. Table 11 presents the performance score of
DFFNN with much improved scores than the multiclass clas-
sification arrangement. Overall, an 18% improvement was
noticed in the average accuracy score. Figure 6 illustrates the
confusion matrix for the predictive model when the predic-
tions were evaluated using the testing set considering only
Pass and Fail classes. After the merged operation, the pre-
dictive model accuracy substantially improved but we also
noticed that as compared to the RF-based predictive model
accuracy, it is still 2% less, therefore for predicting students’
performance at different lengths of course module, the RF
method was finally selected.

F. PHASE V: CONSTRUCTING RF PREDICTIVE MODEL AT
DIFFERENT PERCENTAGE OF COURSE MODULE LENGTH
Table 12 shows the result of the RF predictive model when
trained and tested repeatedly on demographics data, 20%
course data, 40% course data, 60% course data, 80% course
data, 100% course data. RandomForest (RF) uses ensembling
techniques by constructing a multitude of decision trees (DT)
for classification and regression tasks. During the RF training
process, multiple DTs are constructed by using different sub-
samples of training data, and the mean scores are used to
improve prediction accuracy and avoid over-fitting.

RF predictive model, when trained only on demographics
variables, gave the inferior performance scores with averaged
precision = .60, recall = .59, f-score = .59, and accuracy =
.59 for both Fail and Pass classes. When trained on 20% of
course data, the RF predictive model performance improved
with averaged precision= .79, recall= .79, f-score= .79 and
accuracy = .79 for both Fail and Pass classes. It was also
observed that the performance score for Pass class was high
as compare to Fail class when more clickstream and assess-
ment data was provided to the RF predictive model. More
improvement was observed in the performance score of the
RF predictive model when clickstream data and assessment
data were provided at 40% of course completion with aver-
aged precision = .84, recall = .84, f-score = .84, and accu-
racy = .84. The performance score results revealed that RF
predictivemodel performance improvedwhenmore andmore
clickstream and assessment data was provided which infers
that themodel was learning which variables have a significant
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FIGURE 5. DFFNN confusion matrices when tested on different variables of OULAD.

TABLE 12. Performance scores of RF predictive model at different percentage of course length.
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FIGURE 6. Normalized confusion matrix showing the DFFNN prediction
for Fail and Pass classes.

relationship with the students’ final result. At 60% of course
completion, an overall 4% improvement in the performance
score of the RF predictive model was observed with average
precision = .88, recall = .88, f-score =.88 and accuracy =
.88. At 80% of course completion, an increase of 2% in the
performance score was observed with averaged precision =
.90, recall = .90, f-score = .90 and accuracy = .90 for both
Fail and Pass classes. Finally, at 100% course completed,
we observed the highest RF predictive model performance
score with averaged precision = .92, recall = .91, f-score =
.91 and accuracy = .91 for both Fail and Pass classes.
The precision, recall, f-score, and accuracy scores

improved when more and more course data was provided to
the RF predicted model. Overall the precision score improved
from .60 to .92, the recall score improved from .59 to .91,
the F-score improved from .59 to .91 and the accuracy score
improved from .59 to .91. The performance metric results
concluded that the performance of the RF predictive model
improvedwith the length of the course. Even at 20% of course
length, the RF predictivemodel showed a decent performance
score with precision for Fail class = .75, Pass class = .84,
recall for Fail class = .85, Pass class = .75, f-score for Fail
class = .79, Pass class = .79, and accuracy for Fail class =
.84, Pass class = .75 which indicated the model could be
very useful in interventing at-risk students as early as 20% of
course length. As a result, the RF predictive model at 20%
of course completion can assist instructors in interventing
students and assisting them during their studies. Moreover,
the performance scores further improved with 40%, 60%,
80%, and 100% of the course length which indicated that the
RF predictivemodel can support instructors with higher accu-
racy to intervene students and provide the needed feedback.
Intervening students at 100% of course length is useless as
the student would have completed the course but the target

FIGURE 7. Different types of triggers for students having different
performance state.

of the predictive model is to support instructors as early as
possible in the course timeline to help students at-risk of
failure or dropouts.

VI. INTERVENING STUDENTS THROUGH PERSUASIVE
TECHNIQUES
FoggBehaviorModel (FBM) suggests that three factors (abil-
ity, motivation, and triggers) must be present at the same time
to increase people’s attitude positively [64]. For intervening
and persuading students to improve their study behavior,
the optimal time selection is important. Based on the satisfac-
tory results (with 79% accuracy, precision, recall, f-score) of
the RF predictivemodel, students can be intervened after 20%
of the course length. Furthermore, if comprehensive details
are included in the students’ demographic data, then inter-
vention and persuasion can be carried out at the start of the
course. Figure 7 summarizes the types of triggers presented
to students having fragile, improving, and consistent study
performance. The factors of fear, hope, and suggestion are
added to the triggers directed to at-risk students. Similarly,
for triggers intended for improving and consistent students,
the factors of praise, reward, appreciation, and social accep-
tance are added. The optimal time for sending triggers to
students depends upon the results of the predictive model dur-
ing different stages of the course. As an example, the trigger
having hope factor for at-risk students for improving their
study behavior might be as follows:

According to our predictive model, your assessment
score achieved a 50% success rate. Youmade a commend-
able effort this week. Your class position can be further
improved if you cautiously follow the next week lectures.
If you submit all your assessments on time next week, you
will achieve a cumulative score of 60%.

Similarly, trigger having a fear factor for at-risk students
for improving their study behavior might be as follows:

According to our predictive model, you are consistently
getting a low assessment score. It would be great if nobody
is dropped from the course due to a low assessment score.
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FIGURE 8. Assessment score at 100% course vs sum of clicks at 100% course.

FIGURE 9. Late submission vs sum of clicks at 100% course.

FIGURE 10. Assessment score vs sum of clicks at 100% course.

VII. CONCLUSION, LIMITATION, AND FUTURE WORK
Predicting and interventing students during different stages
of course length provides benefits to both students and

instructors. It provides instructors an opportunity to assist
students at-risk of dropout and make an intervention at
the optimal time to improve their study behavior. In the
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FIGURE 11. Assessment performance at different percentage of course length.

FIGURE 12. Sum of clicks at different percentage of course length.

present study, we proposed various predictive models trained
on several ML and DL algorithms for predicting students’

performance based on demographics variables, demograph-
ics+ clickstream variables, and demographics+ clickstream
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FIGURE 13. Students’ VLE interaction vs final grade positions at different percentage of course length.

+ assessment variables. RF predictive model with the high-
est performance scores was finally selected for predicting

students’ performance at the different lengths of course. Such
a predictive model can facilitate instructors to make timely
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FIGURE 14. Relationship of Code module and imd_band with the final result where highest performance is observed in course
BBB, FFF and lowest performance in course AAA.

interventions and persuade at-risk students to improve their
study performance. Out of many variables, clickstream, and
assessment variables were having the most significant impact
on the final result of the students.

This study revealed that techniques such as feature engi-
neering momentously improve the performance of predictive
models. During the course module timeline, the perfor-
mance of students was predicted at the very beginning when
only demographics variables were available. Subsequently,
the students’ performance was predicted at 20%, 40%, 60%,
80%, and 100% of the course length. Even at 20% of
the course length, the RF predictive model was producing
promising results with 79% average precision score, 79%
average recall score, 79% average f-score, and 79% average
accuracy score. At 60% of the course length, the RF pre-
dictive model performance improved significantly with 88%
of average precision, recall, f-score, and accuracy. Finally,
at 100% course completion, the highest RF predictive model
performance scores were observed with an average precision
of 92%, average recall of 91%, average f-score of 91%,
and average accuracy of 91 percent. We also observed that
the performance scores for Fail class individually after the
feature engineering process were better than the Pass class
performance scores. Getting a higher performance score for
the Fail class was due to an imbalanced class problem with
17,208 Fail students and 15,385 Pass students.

Overall, the results of the RF predictive model demon-
strated effectiveness in the earliest possible prediction of
the performance of at-risk students. Such data-driven studies
can assist VLE administrators and instructors in the for-
mulation of the online learning framework which can con-
tribute to the decision-making process. We also deemed that
more in-depth studies are required to evaluate various online
activities in the OULAD. Particularly, how various early

intervention techniques can be implemented in the online
learning environment to encourage students to keep on the
right track. In the future, we plan to examine the activity-
wise significance having a prominent influence on the stu-
dents’ performance by modeling textual variables relating to
students’ feedbacks by utilizing deep learning models and
natural language processing techniques.

APPENDIX
OULAD EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS (EDA)
Before training the predictive models, EDA was performed
on OULAD to understand relationships among different vari-
ables. Figure 8 presents the comparison of clickstream data
with assessment score at the end of the course indicating that
with a higher assessment score the sum clicks per student
increased.

Figure 9 shows that students having more late assessment
submitted were interacting more with the VLE but the rela-
tionship is not very significant. From the line chart, it can
be observed that students having 12 late assessment sub-
missions were involved more than any of the remaining late
submissions.

Figure 10 reveals that students getting Distinction (com-
pleted courses with excellent grades) and Pass (completed
courses with a passing score) grades in the final result were
involvedmore with the VLE as compare to the student getting
Fail (students who completed the course but were not able to
secure passingmarks) andWithdrawn (students whowere not
able to complete the course) score.

The five subplots in figure 11 shows students’ assessment
performance at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% of course
length. The subplots reveal similar students’ assessment
scores at a different percentage of course length. Students
showing a lower assessment performance at the beginning of
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the course have a similar score during the rest of the course
length.

Similarly, the subplots in figure 12 shows clickstream
pattern at different stages of the course length. It can be
observed that the clickstream pattern remains the same for
most students during a different percentage of the course
length. However, we can also observe that VLE interaction
at the beginning of the course (at 20% and 40% of course
length) is higher but remain almost the same after the 50% of
course completion (at 60%, 80%, and 100% of course length).

Similarly, the subplots in figure 13 shows students similar
clickstream patterns at a different percentage of course length
for the Pass, Withdrawn, Fail, and Distinction cases.

Finally, figure 14 presents a relationship between the final
result and code module/imd_band where it can be observed
that students showed the lowest performance in code module
AAA and highest performance in code module BBB and FFF.
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